
 
 
Personal Game 
Improvement Program 
Back for Winter 2020-21!  

 

Winter is the best time to work on your golf game and analyze, identify, 
build and execute a plan to improve the various skills and disciplines of 
YOUR game to see “more good shots and fewer bad shots” (resulting in 
lower scores and more fun.) This “PGI” program is a customized approach 
meant to help you reach your scoring goals sooner based on accurate 
analysis and detailed follow up in a partnership with Ben Nelson, PGA.  
 

 

What the PGI Program consists of: 
 Four 45-minute private sessions with Ben Nelson, PGA each month for 4 months from November-

February 
 Sessions will take place in the LGCC indoor Trackman simulator bay, on the outdoor practice areas or 

the golf course (based on the session focus, and/or the weather conditions) 
 Initial Trackman analysis session, to establish a “full swing dynamic baseline”  
 Fees: $800 for adults (Early bird savings for first 10 participants - $100 off if paid, in full by Nov 1, 2019)  

o Option to pay monthly starting Nov 1 also available (4 payments of $200) 
 Fees: $640 for juniors (age 12-18) (Early bird savings for first 10 participants - $100 off if paid, in full by 

Nov 1, 2020)  
o Option to pay monthly starting Nov 1 also available (4 payments of $160) 

 PGI Program limited to 30 students 
 

Each PGI Program participant will be given multiple assessments in full swing, short game scoring and putting. 
The results will be used to build a plan which will maximize improvement. These assessments will be used to 
measure progress.  This is a great opportunity to improve your game and find your path to lower scores (and 
more fun in 2021) while your handicap is frozen for winter. 
 
Sign up today! Contact Ben Nelson, PGA today. 
C: 253-227-4183 or E: benbnelson08@gmail.com  
 
 


